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OFFICE ORDER

On satisfactory completion of one-year lraining period and after qualifying in the written test conducted
by llCM Ranchi, the following Management Trainee of MINING discipline and currently in E-2 Grade
is hereby placed in E-3 Grade from the next date of completion of training period and will be
designated as Assistant Manager in the respective discipline. He will be on probation for a period of
one year at first instance as per Terms & Conditions of Appointment.
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EIS No.
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of training

period

Subsidiary

I SAIKAM SANDESH
RAGHAVA

MINING 21-Aug-2013 20-Aug-2014 ECL

This issues with the approval of Competent Authority
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,I. CMD, ECL
2. D (P), ECL
3. ED (Coordination)/ TS to Chairman, CIL Kolkata.
4. ED (llCM), Ranchi.
5. GM (System), CIL Kolkata - with a request to upload in the CIL website.
6. HoD (P/EE), CIL
7. HoD (P/EE), ECL -- with a request to re-verify VC/DC/SC status before issuance of Order at

subsidiary level.
8. Management Trainee concerned through respective company.
9. OS (Rosters) / Clerk (Reg.), Recruitment Division, CIL Kolkata - for updating in records.
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